The author is undoubtedly de Gargas (escrivainm principal), who goes into considerable detail, naming 49 places, giving a list of each town and village in Acadie, and under more minute headings than the Census of Meulles. Seven folio leaves from 1685-1686, written on both sides.

See other de Gargas document: Recensement général du pays de la Cadie = General census of the country of Cadie
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Recensement général du pays de la Cadis, 1687-1688

DE GARGAS

Recensement général du pays de la Cadis, 1687-1688. The author is undoubtedly Gargas (receveur principal), who goes into considerable detail, naming forty-nine places, giving a list of each town and village in Acadia, and under more minute headings than the Census of Meulles. Seven folio leaves, written on both sides. Dimensions: 13 1/4 in. x 14 in.
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v.1, PP.143-160 incl.